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YTD Returns Through
June 30, 2017
Dow Jones Inds.

+9.35

S&P 500

+9.34

Barclays Aggregate Bond

+2.27

MSCI EAFE

+14.23

MSCI Emerging Mkts.

+18.60

WAG on the Move
Wedding Bells

Baby On Board

Wealth Advisors Group is thrilled to announce
that Anna and Patrick O’Connell welcomed their
first baby into the world! Their son John Steven
O’Connell was born June 28th at 11:13am. He
weighed 6 pounds, 7 ounces and was 20 inches
long. They are smitten with their handsome little
guy, who loves to give his parents sweet and
serious looks. Both John and Anna are doing
well, resting at home. We couldn’t be happier for
our WAG family who continues to grow through
the blessings of
marriage and babies!
n

We are pleased to announce
the marriage of our very
own Maranda Snyder
to Brandon Wellman on
May 27, 2017, in Eaton,
IN. Maranda and Brandon
had a beautiful ceremony
followed by a rustic barn
reception filled with their
family and friends. They
spent their honeymoon in
Jamaica, where they soaked
up the sun, snorkeled, and
tried sailing. Maranda and
Brandon came back from
their honeymoon as new
homeowners! Brandon
is a Project Manager for
the Tippmann Group and
Maranda is working on
her CPA. Congratulations
Maranda and Brandon, we
wish you a lifetime of love and happiness!
> continued on next page
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Welcome Brooks Gerke
WAG would like to extend a
warm welcome to our new
Intern, Brooks Gerke! Brooks
is finishing up his Bachelor of
Science Degree in Business,
focusing on Economics and
Finance, from Huntington
University where he participates
in decathlons for the Men’s
Track & Field team. When
asked what he was most looking
forward to during his internship Brooks said,
“working with good people who are experts in their
field and who know how to make a difference in
people’s lives.” Upon graduation, Brooks hopes to
continue his career in the financial industry.

save for your retirement on the side, and also potentially save
on taxes. There are different types of IRAs with different rules
and benefits. In a Roth IRA, you contribute after-tax dollars,
your money grows tax-free, and you can generally make taxand penalty-free withdrawals after age 59½. In a Traditional
IRA, you contribute pre- or after-tax dollars, your money
grows tax-deferred, and withdrawals are taxed as current
income after age 59½.
The following infographic will breakdown other main
differences you need to know between a Roth IRA and
Traditional IRA, highlighting their benefits.

n

Duke University – Advisory Leaders Forum
at the Fuqua School of Business
Mark VanderHagen traveled to
Raleigh-Durham, NC for a 2½
day Advisory Leaders Forum
at Duke University’s Fuqua
School of Business. Programs
during the symposium were
given by faculty and thought
leaders in the industry on
different topics including
leadership, behavioral
finance, and organizational
development. After a long
day of education, participants
had the opportunity to play
basketball at Cameron Indoor
Stadium. Mark was taken
back to his glory days and
luckily made it through without injury!

n

Tax and Legislation
Roth vs. Traditional IRA
No matter what stage of life you’re in, it is never
too soon to start planning for retirement, as even
the small decisions you make today can have a big
impact on your future. While you might already
be invested in an employer-sponsored plan, an
Individual Retirement Account (IRA) allows you to

> continued on next page

Did You Know
Ancient Egypt’s early taxation system isn’t exactly known for being fair, and their cooking oil tax was a perfect
example. Not only was cooking oil taxed, but citizens weren’t allowed to reuse it. They had to continually buy new oil,
thus constantly forking over the associated tax. This was no joke: Scribes (Ancient Egypt’s version of tax collectors)
would sweep homes in search of recycled cooking oil, forcing people to pony up and buy new.
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fermented, clarified, aged, and bottled. At any stage of
the process, a lack of attention to detail can spoil the
final outcome.
As in winemaking, investment management requires
attention to detail—researching and identifying the
dimensions of expected returns, designing strategies
to capture the desired premiums, building diversified
portfolios, and implementing efficiently.
Just as winemakers don’t have any say over the
weather, investment managers can’t control the markets.
Not every harvest will produce an excellent vintage, but
expert professionals can still maximize their chances of
success by putting their greatest efforts into things they
can influence.
For winemakers, that may be taking extreme care in
picking the grapes at a time that delivers the desired
balance of acidity and sweetness. For investment
managers, it can mean precisely targeting the desired
premiums while ensuring sufficient diversification to
lessen idiosyncratic risk in the portfolio.

The Roth IRA offers tax deferral on any earnings in the account.
Withdrawals from the account may be tax free, as long as they
are considered qualified. Limitations and restrictions may apply.
Withdrawals prior to age 59½ or prior to the account being opened for
5 years, whichever is later, may result in a 10% IRS penalty tax. Future
tax laws can change at any time and may impact the benefits of Roth
IRAs. Their tax treatment may change. n

The Wine Lovers’ Guide
to Investing
We recently read a wonderful comparison from our
partners at DFA. DFA Vice President Jim Parker penned
the following piece, The Wine Lovers’ Guide to Investing,
in his column entitled Outside the Flags:
Savoring a vintage wine is one of life’s great pleasures.
But often overlooked in the joy of consumption is the
carefully calibrated journey from grape to glass. Similar
levels of care are critical to good investment outcomes.
A host of variables can determine whether a wine is great,
good, mediocre, or undrinkable. These include the quality
of the grapes, soil, position of the vineyard, weather,
irrigation, and timing of the harvest.
And picking the grapes isn’t the end of it. The harvest
must be sorted, the grapes crushed and pressed, then
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Winemaking is as much an art as a science. While
fermentation comes naturally, the winemaker must
still guide the process, using a variety of techniques
to ensure the wine is as close as possible in style and
flavor to what he is seeking to achieve.
Similarly, in investment, real world frictions mean that
basing one’s approach purely on a theoretical model is
unlikely to be successful. For instance, tradeoffs must
continually be made between the expected benefits of
buying particular securities and the expected costs of
the transactions. Managing the effects of momentum
and being mindful of tax considerations are among the
other issues to be balanced.
Just as in viticulture, investment outcomes can also be
affected by any number of external events—such as the
imposition of capital controls in an emerging market,
or changes in regulation, a severe financial crisis, or a
major geopolitical event.
Dealing with uncertainty and navigating the “unknown
unknowns” are part of the job. So investment managers
must build into their processes a level of resilience—
through diversification for instance—so they have
sufficient flexibility to work around unforeseen events.
Ultimately, the benefits of discipline and attention to
detail are easy to overlook. Great ideas count for a lot, of
course. But great ideas without efficient implementation
can mean even the best grapes in the world go to waste.
Wealth Advisors Group, Dimensional Fund Advisors (DFA) and LPL
Financial are separate entities. n
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Technology Corner
Wealth 1080 Security Enhancement
Enrollment into 2-Factor Authentication (2FA) is now
required for our clients utilizing Wealth 1080. But don’t
worry – you will not be required to enter a security PIN
every time you log in.
Our “Standard Security” default uses a risk-based
approach that intelligently monitors your log in activity,
which will typically only require a PIN upon your first
login.
With online security threats and large data breaches
happening more often every year, it’s important to
ensure that your cutting-edge wealth management
technology employs the highest security measures in
order to safeguard your financial data.
Why are we requiring all clients to enroll?
Wealth 1080 is truly looking out for our clients’ best
interests in deploying this technology, as this is the
type of risk-based authentication that large financial
institutions leverage in order to protect their clients. We
know that the greatest risk to you is the security of your
data. We strive to be at the forefront when it comes to a
rapidly-changing security environment.
Rather than allowing clients the opportunity to opt-out,
we are offering two levels of Security: Standard, which
is adaptive and will only prompt for a PIN when a login
exceeds a risk score threshold (which rarely occurs); or
High which is available for those clients who place
a premium on security and want to be prompted at
each login.
All in all these new security enhancements are just
one more way we are using technology to keep our
clients safe.
n

Joe’s wife Giovanna, who he knew from Italy, was the
reason Joe ended up in Fort Wayne. Giovanna came
here with her father prior to Joe’s arrival in 1960. In 1958,
Giovanna returned to Italy so she and Joe could wed.
Joe had to wait two years before he could move to the
United States to join her.
It took Joe nine days to come to New York on a boat,
then an additional 14 hour train ride to reach Fort Wayne.
He said the boat was full of immigrants from various
countries, playing music and eating plenty of food. As
Joe joked, “what else can you do on a boat?” At first
Joe said it was strange and complicated living in the
United States; an unfamiliar new home. He didn’t know
the language or where to go. His wife assured him that
slowly he would adjust. Joe attended night school with
other immigrants in order to learn English. His brother
joined him in the United States in 1964, landing in
Cleveland, OH.
Joe started working at GE making electrical transformers
in 1965 after obtaining United States citizenship. He
worked there for 35+ years until his retirement in 2001.
His wife worked for Seyfert’s for 43 years. His first house
in Fort Wayne was on Bass Street off Fairfield Avenue.
Joe still makes his signature Italian sauce, and two of his
granddaughters especially love his pastina. He has been
back to Italy a handful of times and hopes to return
next year.
One of Joe’s favorite hobbies is fitness. He ran
marathons for 25 years. Joe has continued his love for
fitness post-retirement by working at the YMCA
part-time. In his free time he also likes to go to the lake
and Florida, exercise, garden, and tinker with his 1966
black Corvette Stingray. Joe has been a Wealth Advisors
Group client since 2013 and is the grandfather of WAG
CFP Alex Budzon.
Thanks Joe for sharing your immigration story!

n

Client Spotlight
Joseph “Joe” Barile
We thought it would be fun to highlight one of our
clients each quarter. We found that many of our clients
have interesting hobbies, careers, or stories to tell. This
quarter the spotlight is on Joseph “Joe” Barile who
immigrated from Macchiagodena, Italy to Fort Wayne
when he was 23 years old.
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Portions of this newsletter have been prepared by LPL Financial. Securities offered
through LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advice offered through Wealth
Advisors Group, a registered investment advisor and separate entity from LPL Financial.
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The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your financial
advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All indices are
unmanaged and may not be invested into directly.
There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified portfolio.
Diversification does not protect against market risk. No strategy assures success or protects against loss.
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